**Extra and Friends**

Beginner - Jenny Dooley & Virginia Evans

**Extra and Friends** is a bright new six-level course designed for pupils studying English at primary level. Extra and Friends enables pupils to use English effectively and ensures that they have fun while learning!

**Key Features**

- Presentation of vocabulary through colour flashcards & posters
- Stories, songs & chants with likeable characters and plenty of opportunities for communicative work pupil-centred activities
- Systematic development of all four skills
- Clear and simple grammar presentation
- Go Green tips to raise pupils’ environmental awareness
- Culture Channel sections to introduce cross-cultural information
- Checkpoint pages to review language at the end of each module
- a Special Festivals section at the end of each book
- Alphabet Book
- Interleaved Teacher’s Book with step-by-step Teacher’s notes
- Fully dramatised CDs
- Interactive Whiteboard (IWB) Software
- Interactive eBook (ieBook)

**Related courses**
FAIRYLAND
BEGINNER - Jenny Dooley & Virginia Evans

Fairyland is a six-year course at primary level. Young learners enter a world of fantasy and adventure where learning becomes a memorable and rewarding experience!

Fairyland Starter is the same as Fairyland 1 with a gentle introduction to reading and writing in addition to the existing listening and speaking practice. Fairyland Starter also includes the teaching of the English alphabet.

Key Features
• Captivating dialogues that motivate and intrigue pupils
• Presentation of vocabulary through posters and flashcards
• Catchy songs and chants
• Carefully graded development of all four skills
• Inspiring texts and contextualised activities that promote active learning
• Craftwork, projects and portfolio activities
• Cross-curricular & cross-cultural sections
• Myths & Legends: a fascinating section where learners are immersed in a world of fantasy and mystery
• Cartoon strips to promote reading for pleasure
• Activity Book in full colour
• Step-by-step interleaved Teacher’s Book
• Teacher’s Resource Pack with reinforcement and extension activities
HAPPY HEARTS
EARLY PRIMARY LEVEL - Jenny Dooley & Virginia Evans

Happy Hearts is a three-level course for three to six year old children. The course develops the listening, speaking and pre-writing / pre-reading skills of young learners through art, music and movement. It provides a simple but steady development of new language through a carefully graded syllabus and features engaging characters including Billy, Molly and Kenny the cat, that will appeal to all children of pre-school age.

Key Features

• Appealing, well-designed, child-centred materials to engage children’s imagination and stimulate learning
• Kenny the cat puppet to interact with and instruct children
• Kenny’s basket & poster, an interactive poster to introduce the new languages
• Colourful picture flashcards to present and review the focus language
• Posters to introduce the characters and explore cross-curricular themes
• Songs and chants based on traditional tunes to encourage active participation through TPR and other
• Circle-time activities
• Tear-out activity worksheets to develop pre-reading and pre-writing skills
• Story cards to present the stories in a classroom setting
• Stickers to promote a hands-on approach to language learning
• Characters press outs to consolidate the new language and perform the songs
• Easy to follow Teacher’s Book with additional activities to cater for flexibility regarding lesson length and teaching hours

Related courses
**Star Kids**
BEGINNER - Jenny Dooley & Virginia Evans

*Star Kids* is a six-level course at Primary level. It offers a friendly introduction to the English language for young learners. The series follow a clear, well-organised syllabus with extensive recycling ensuring that pupils quickly acquire the new language.

**Key Features**

- Modular approach that sets the language targets
- Brief and clear grammar presentation as well as graded practice
- Development of communicative skills through situational dialogues and role play activities
- Guided writing & project work that help learners develop their writing skills
- Study skills to develop pupils’ autonomy and give them extra help and support
- Cross-Cultural material to familiarise learners with the way of life of English and non-English speaking countries
- Cross-Curricular sections that use English as a means to explore other subject areas
- Go Green elements to raise pupils environmental awareness
- ICT: self access tasks to develop learner independence

---

**Related Courses**
Smiles is a series that provides a well-designed learning environment where young learners can develop their competencies in English in a structured yet creative manner. This unique course will motivate pupils and assist them in connecting to their inner passions while achieving their full potential!

Little Smiles is the same as Smiles 1 but it focuses only on listening and speaking and it does not include any reading or writing.

**Key Features**

- Carefully graded development of all four skills specially designed material to promote environmental, social and emotional awareness
- Lively songs and chants.
- Learning activities which boost pupils’ language development and their desire to learn cross-curricular and cross-cultural material to awaken pupils’ natural curiosity for the world around them.
- Stories from around the world to promote reading for pleasure as well as teach values.
- The perfect combination of print and digital resources to help teachers and pupils alike.